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Abstract: This study explores how different types of regulated learning (CoRL and SSRL) 

interplay with phases of knowledge construction in a CSCL task. Secondary school pupils 

(N=36) were videotaped while working in groups on a poster about a topic “Center of gravity”. 

Based on microlevel interaction video analysis, we present an example of how a group engages 

in CoRL and SSRL while co-constructing knowledge in CSCL and point out connections 

between regulated learning and knowledge construction.   

Theoretical background 
Collaborative learning (CL) refers to the process of working together, when students set shared goals, create plans 

how to achieve these goals together, negotiate throughout the whole process, and bear shared responsibility for 

the learning outcomes (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2008). In other words, learners in groups find ways how to 

produce or co-construct knowledge about a certain phenomenon or a problem by reaching common understanding. 

They can engage in these complicated CL sequences by performing regulatory actions, i.e. take strategic control 

over thoughts, actions, and motivations, to achieve goals as individual learners and group members by regulating 

themselves, each other and the group as a whole (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). However, as regulation and knowledge 

construction occur through similar cognitive and metacognitive processes, in social settings it is still challenging 

to recognize how they are different from each other (Järvelä et al., 2013) and how they intertwine with each other. 

There is also a need to understand how groups apply regulatory strategies to construct shared knowledge and what 

regulatory mechanisms lead to shared understanding of task and ensure its completion (Lee et al., 2017). 

Present study 
In this study we attempt to characterize how collaborating groups engage in knowledge co-construction (KC) and 

co-regulated (CoRL) and socially shared regulated learning (SSRL). Thus, the research question is: How do types 

of regulation and phases of knowledge construction occur and intertwine during computer-supported 

collaborative learning? 34 secondary-school students were divided into 9 groups. Their task was to 

collaboratively create a joint poster on the science topic “centre of gravity”. The drawing task was carried out on 

an interactive table with the application of the SimSketch software at the university research facility. The task 

instructions and knowledge about the concepts related to the center of gravity were embedded in the software. 

The students were videotaped with a 360° camera and they wore a wireless microphone each. 

Data analysis 
For this paper we selected one group that was most actively engaged in KC activities. Microlevel interaction 

analysis for phases of KC was implemented by using Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) Interaction Analysis Model 

(IAM). The model defines 5 phases of KC, i.e. sharing/comparing of information; discovery and exploration of 

dissonance or disagreement among ideas, understandings, statements; negotiation of meaning/co-construction of 

knowledge; testing, evaluating and modifying proposed synthesis or co-construction; and agreement 

statements/application of newly constructed meaning or solution. 

Further, we coded the selected video for indicators of regulatory processes (task understanding, planning, 

monitoring and evaluating, strategy use) and regulation types (CoRL and SSRL) (Malmberg et al., 2017). Task 

execution was added as an additional category covering the executive processes (drawing, writing). The interrater 

reliability coding indicated high agreement between coders (for KC κ = .82; for RL κ = .87). At the final stage we 

descriptively analysed the connections between CoRL, SSRL and KC and graphically represent them below. 

Results 
The results indicate how students working in groups engage in CoRL, SSRL and KC and how these processes 

interrelate in CSCL. The selected group spent 45% of the total duration of the session on KC activities. The most 

frequently occurring KC phase was negotiating and co-constructing (f = 11), whereas the least frequently students 
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 engaged in sharing opinions/comparing information (f = 1). All 5 phases of knowledge construction appeared in 

the selected group. As for the regulatory activities, 22% of the whole time the students spent on CoRL (planning, 

monitoring and evaluating, strategy use) and 7% on SSRL (planning, monitoring and evaluating). SSRL occurred 

mostly in the beginning of the learning sessions, while CoRL was occurring at different moments, coinciding with 

a number of KC phases. 

In Figure 1 we provide a visual example of how regulated learning and knowledge construction 

interrelate in our selected case.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Occurrence of regulated learning and knowledge construction in a learning episode. 

 

In this situation, co-regulated planning was followed by co-regulated strategy use (identifying the main 

points to use in the poster) which led to negotiation and co-construction of mutual understanding (KC Phase 3). 

At the same time, while negotiating mutual meaning, students were co-monitoring their task understanding 

(CoRL). In another situation, co-regulation of task understanding (students stating that they do not understand a 

phenomenon) led to and continued during negotiation phase (students were prompted to interpret and discuss task 

instructions, thus co-construct a mutual understanding of the phenomenon). Additionally, negotiation and co-

construction was the only knowledge construction phase that happened simultaneously with CoRL or SSRL. The 

case example shows that the students’ awareness of the need to understand a task (task understanding) may prompt 

and support active negotiation of a mutual understanding of the task (co-construct knowledge). However, more 

detailed analysis will allow us to take a deeper insight into these processes and may provide implications for how 

to differentiate between RL and KC and illustrate how and when they intertwine with each other. 
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